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7 This theory has been proved by several lists. A fictional list of members, called the
Cimatron, was put up at the end of chapter.Q: How can I fix my Windows install that
seems really slow compared to a clean install? I have a PC running Windows 7 Pro
SP1. I have added a lot of software. My PC seems really slow compared to a clean
install. I did some basic things: uninstall temp files from disk usage analyzer delete all
Firefox profiles optimize graphics run SuperAntiSpyware How can I fix my Windows
install that seems really slow? A: Clean install, you say. That sounds like a good idea.
(Although of course in most cases a clean install would entail reinstalling Windows.)
Since you have a clean install, you can be sure it's not your hardware. So it must be
one of your OS files or drivers. I suspect you have non-critical apps installed, and
that's causing an overhead, but you won't know for sure until you clean everything out.
If it isn't the OS files or drivers then it will take some testing. If you were smart, you'd
have captured a note on paper about any strange quirks. Even if you don't, you can
still use the notes to pinpoint the likely culprit. Use a Live CD or USB to boot to a fresh
install of the OS and note everything about it. Identify the target "unlucky" app and
run that app. If the app begins to hang, it's probably your target app. In particular: I
disabled my Netflix account on my Windows Media Center. To eliminate movies. It's
possible that is missing, since it's a Netflix add-on but that's not the likely suspect
here. I deleted my Google Drive folder. This isn't critical, but you won't think it's
critical until you're looking at what's causing the slowdown. (And if you are toying with
the idea of removing a different set of apps and hoping that's better, that's a different
question altogether.) Alain Boeuf, le député général du Maine-et-Loire, développe le
thème des microcrédits, lors d’un débat sur le forum Grand Rendez-vous de Bretagne
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